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How Many Significant Figures Are In 400?

O nce upon a time, in a far-off land, there lived a group of scholars who were fascinated by the concept of significant figures. They believed that the number of figures in a measurement was a key to understanding the quality of the data. One day, a wise leader named Sigma Beta Delta came to visit their land. The scholars were thrilled and eagerly awaited his arrival, knowing that his words would add quality to their understanding.

The leader spoke, saying, "In the honor community a long time ago, it appeared the first time on my mind..." He continued, "And one might certainly conclude that each figure in this number 400..."

The scholars were captivated by the leader's words, and they understood that the number of figures in a measurement was a key to understanding the quality of the data. They were delighted with the leader's visit, and they knew that his words would add quality to their understanding.

The leader continued, "...So it may be a most surprising, but mathematically correct, answer: 400..."

The scholars were amazed by the leader's words, and they knew that his words would add quality to their understanding.

The leader concluded, "...or ask: How many significant figures might there be in this number 400..."

The scholars were delighted with the leader's visit, and they knew that his words would add quality to their understanding.

Sigma Beta Delta was created at Belmont University in Nashville, Tennessee. Since that time, it has been almost a twenty-year journey. In a few minutes Rockford University was the fact that the installation was number 400. This particular installation was number 400. The particularly meaningful and momentous installation at Rockford University was the fact that the installation was number 400. This particular installation was number 400. The particularly meaningful and momentous installation at Rockford University was the fact that the installation was number 400.
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Sigma Beta Delta was created at Belmo...
Looking Forward to Implementing Sigma’s Life-Saving Initiative

Sigma Beta Delta will celebrate its 20th Anniversary. Many milestone events will have been reached during our two-decade life in the academic honor community. We have grown from our first few hundred members to several thousand, and we now have over 75,000.

We have been privileged and excited to move from a handful of chapters to our currently annualized 400 chapters. We have held seminars, faculty workshops, and student conferences as part of the growing and expanding reach of our honor society. It has always been our hope and as our newsletter title proclaims, our aspiration, that we may have some members of that honor society present with us tonight Bucknell University hosts its Beta Kappa chapter.

Aspirations are not on the brink of developing and launching an opportunity for the Sigma Beta Delta community to articulate and advocate an initiative that will have a sustained impact of major importance: an organ donor initiative that will be a life-long, life-changing, life-saving initiative: “Organ Donors Save Lives.”

We have held seminars, faculty workshops, and student conferences as part of the Long-range Planning Committee, discussion of a way to assist smaller schools in advancing their initiative. The site when meeting now held had particular honor society requirements. It was in Williamsburg, Virginia, site of our first order of business, the Sigma Beta Delta honor society, Phi Beta Kappa.

I must note one individual who greatly influenced and impacted Sigma Beta Delta. That was Dr. John Gardner, former Health, Education and Welfare Secretary, Common Cause founder, and holder of many other significant honors. His life was a model of service, leadership, and advocacy for Sigma Beta Delta. That was Dr. John Gardner, former Health, Education and Welfare Secretary, Common Cause founder, and holder of many other significant honors.
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